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CONFIRMED 2021 COVID-19
CASES AT UCONN STORRS
as of 6:20 p.m. on Dec. 1

*positive test results

5

Current Residential Cases
(positive/symptomatic)

55

Cumulative
Residential Cases*

54

Thursday, December 2, 2021
Cumulative
Commuter Cases*

78

Cumulative
Staff Cases*

UConn Grieves:
Graduate student
killed in fatal
car accident on
Tuesday night
by Amanda Kilyk
NEWS EDITOR
amanda.kilyk@uconn.edu

A University of Connecticut
graduate student was struck by a
driver when walking on a crosswalk on South Eagleville Road
on Tuesday night, according to
state police.
The student, Nhuong Nguyen,
was transported to Windham Hospital. He later died as a result of the
injuries he sustained from the collision, according to state police.
The driver was also taken to the
hospital with suspected minor injuries, according to police.
UConn released a statement following news of his death.
“Nhuong was a talented researcher who was pursuing his
Ph.D. in computer science and en-

A vigil is held at the intersection of South Eagleville Road and Eastwood Road the day after UConn
graduate student Nhuong Nguyen was struck by a vehicle and passed away from his injuries. Personal
notes, flowers and candles were placed in a circle by grieving members of the community.
PHOTOGRAPH BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO & VIDEO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

gineering in the UConn School of
Engineering,” University Spokesperson Stephanie Reitz said. “The
University has been in contact
with his family in Vietnam and
will reach out to his friends, classmates and faculty colleagues to offer support.”
UConn offered support to
friends and family of Nguyen.
“We send our sincere condolences to all who have been
affected by this tragic incident
and join Nhuong’s family and
friends in grieving his passing,”
Reitz added.
This case is currently under
investigation, and anyone who
witnessed the collision can contact Troop C at 860-896-3200 Ext.
8029 with any information, state
police said.

The Omicron Variant: What it means for UConn
by Hallie LeTendre
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
hallie.letendre@uconn.edu

The COVID-19 omicron variant
has gained attention in the media
based on threats of possible lockdowns and intensity. The University of Connecticut will pay close
attention to the potential threat of
the variant and what it means for future semesters and rules regarding
COVID-19 safety measures.
Carolyn Teschke, professor and
interim department head for molecular and cell biology, gave her
opinion through an email on the
omicron variant based on the information known at this early stage.
“These are early days. Omicron
seems to be spreading quickly in
[the] countries of southern Africa and may be replacing the delta
variant as the primary circulating
virus,” Teschke said. “That doesn’t
mean that it is more dangerous or
will cause severe disease. Researchers really need time to test the efficacy of our current vaccines, the
effects of the mutations carried by
omicron on infection and transmissibility, etc.”
For the past two years, UConn
has been dealing with COVID-19
and the uncertainties it has posed.
The university has implemented
various safety measures, including
closures and PPE protocols to keep
students and faculty safe as they
return to campus. Teschke said she
feels that UConn has done well in
controlling the spread of COVID-19
since being back on campus.
“I think UConn has done an excellent job. UConn is doing surveillance testing for COVID-19
and mandated vaccinations. Last

For more...

academic year, when COVID-19
was detected by surveillance, students were quarantined. I think
this kept our infection rate low,”
Teschke said. “UConn's vaccination rate is great and this allowed
us to have in person classes again.
I also would like to thank all of the
students who are following the
mask mandate.”
Mazhar Khan, professor of molecular biology, gave information
regarding the chemical properties of the omicron variant and
how much of a threat it may pose
through an email.
“The omicron variant as stated
has multiple mutations at its Spike
protein 1 (S1),” Khan said. “Mutational Changes in S1 of COVID-19
will be less protected or may not be
protected by the current COVID-19
vaccinated people since it will be
producing antibodies different
from current COVID-19 vaccine.”
Because of the specific properties
the omicron variant carries, there is
a possibility that there will need to
be an additional vaccine to protect
people from its specific risk of infection, Khan said.
“There might be need to develop
vaccine using omicron variant strain
S1 mRNA vaccine,” Khan said.
Still, Khan said there are unknowns about the variant and its
risk. He said, while the media has
begun to portray it in an intensely
negative light, the science behind
its risk has not yet uncovered the
real extent of its risk.
“Vaccine companies are working
on it to see if this variant can still
be controlled by the current vaccine. They’re using virus neutralizing assay (called VN) on omicron
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A projector image showing immunofluorescence staining of omicron-infected Vero E6 cells is displayed
on a screen in Hong Kong, Wednesday, Dec. 1, 2021. Researchers at the University of Hong Kong have
succeeded in isolating the omicron coronavirus variant from clinical specimens, making them the first
research team in Asia that has succeeded in this regard, the university said.
PHOTO BY KIN CHEUNG/AP

variant to check if current vaccines
antibodies can neutralize omicron
variant,” Khan said.
For now, in order to continue
to have students be able to reside
on campus and stay safe with low
rates of the spread of COVID-19,
Teschke said the school and indi-
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viduals must maintain the safety
protocols which have been implemented.
“Get vaccinated, get your booster when you can. Wear your mask,
wash your hands— a lot! Don’t
touch your face. Put your mask over
your nose,” Teschke said. “Don’t
The Daily Campus
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hang out in large groups without
masks on. Even with vaccination,
you can be infected and then spread
the virus to vulnerable people. If I
was responsible for someone getting sick because I was careless, I
would feel awful! It’s about taking
care of the community.”
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Supreme Court Justices signal they’ll
OK new abortion limits, may toss Roe
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the biggest challenge to abortion rights in decades, the Supreme Court’s conservative majority on Wednesday signaled
they would allow states to ban abortion
much earlier in pregnancy and may
even overturn the nationwide right
that has existed for nearly 50 years.
With hundreds of demonstrators
outside chanting for and against, the
justices led arguments that could decide the fate of the court's historic 1973
Roe v. Wade decision legalizing abortion throughout the United States and
its 1992 ruling in Planned Parenthood
v. Casey, which reaffirmed Roe.
The outcome probably won't be
known until next June. But after nearly
two hours of arguments, all six conservative justices, including three appointed by former President Donald
Trump, indicated they would uphold
a Mississippi law that bans abortion
after 15 weeks of pregnancy.
At the very least, such a decision
would undermine Roe and Casey,
which allow states to regulate but not
ban abortion up until the point of fetal
viability, at roughly 24 weeks.
And there was also substantial support among the conservative justices for
getting rid of Roe and Casey altogether.
Justice Clarence Thomas is the only
member of the court who has openly
called for overruling the two cases.
Justice Brett Kavanaugh, a Trump
appointee, asked whether the court
would be better off withdrawing completely from the abortion issue and letting states decide.
“Why should this court be the arbiter rather than Congress, the state
legislatures, state supreme courts, the
people being able to resolve this?" Kavanaugh asked. “And there will be different answers in Mississippi and New
York, different answers in Alabama
than California.”
Abortion would soon become illegal
or severely restricted in roughly half
the states if Roe and Casey are overturned, according to the Guttmacher
Institute, a research organization that
supports abortion rights. Legislatures
in many Republican-led states are
poised for action depending on the Supreme Court's ruling.
People of color and lesser means
would be disproportionately affected,
supporters of abortion rights say.
The court’s three liberal justices
said that reversing Roe and Casey
would significantly damage the
court’s own legitimacy.
"Will this institution survive the
stench that this creates in the public
perception that the Constitution and
its reading are just political acts?” Justice Sonia Sotomayor asked.
In unusually strong terms for a highcourt argument, Justice Stephen Breyer warned his colleagues they “better
be damn sure” before they throw away

the established abortion decisions.
Public opinion polls show support
for preserving Roe, though some surveys also find backing for greater restrictions on abortion.
Among the conservatives, Chief Justice John Roberts appeared most interested in a less sweeping ruling that
would uphold the Mississippi law but
not explicitly overrule Roe and Casey.
“That may be what they're asking
for, but the thing at issue before us today is 15 weeks,” Roberts said, alluding
to Mississippi's call to overturn the
broader cases in addition to upholding
its own law.
More than 90% of abortions are performed in the first 13 weeks of pregnancy, well before viability, according
to the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
About 100 patients per year get abortions after 15 weeks at the Jackson Women’s Health Organization, Mississippi’s
lone abortion clinic. The facility does not
provide abortions after 16 weeks.
Even upholding the 15-week ban
would mean rejecting the decades-old
viability line. Abortion rights supporters say that would effectively overturn
Roe and leave no principled line for
when abortions might be banned.
Justice Neil Gorsuch, another
Trump appointee, suggested the lack
of a rigorous alternative might be a reason to overrule Roe and Casey entirely.
“You emphasized that if 15 weeks
were approved, then we’d have cases about 12 and 10 and 8 and 6, and so
my question is, is there a line in there
that the government believes would be
principled or not,” Gorsuch asked Solicitor General Elizabeth Prelogar, the
Biden administration lawyer supporting the Mississippi clinic.
“I don’t think there’s any line that
could be more principled than viability,” Prelogar said.
Supporters of both sides in the abortion debate filled the sidewalk and
street in front of the court, their dueling rallies audible even from inside the
building. Opposing signs read such
sentiments as “Her Body Her Choice”
and “God Hates the Shedding of Innocent Blood.” The court stepped up security measures, including closing off
some streets around the building.
Perhaps in recognition of the gravity of the issue before them, the justices
took the bench at 10 o'clock without
any smiles or the private jokes they
sometimes share.
The case came to a court with a 6-3
conservative majority that has been
transformed by the justices named by
Trump —Gorsuch, Kavanaugh and
Amy Coney Barrett.
A month ago, the justices also heard
arguments over a uniquely designed
Texas law that has succeeded in getting around the Roe and Casey decisions and banned abortions in the na-
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tion’s second-largest state after about
six weeks of pregnancy. The legal
dispute over the Texas law revolves
around whether it can be challenged
in federal court, rather than the right
to an abortion.
The court has yet to rule on the Texas law, and the justices have refused to
put it on hold while the matter is under legal review.
The Mississippi case poses questions more central to the abortion
right. State Solicitor General Scott
Stewart said Roe and Casey “haunt
our country” and “have no basis in
the Constitution.”
He compared those decisions to
Plessy v. Ferguson, the infamous Supreme Court ruling from 1896 that justified official segregation before it was
overruled by Brown v. Board of Education 58 years later.
“We’re running on 50 years of Roe.
It is an egregiously wrong decision
that has inflicted tremendous damage
on our country and will continue to do
so and take innumerable human lives
unless and until this court overrules
it,” he said.
The Mississippi clinic argued that
those two cases were correctly decided
and have been relied on by women and
their partners for nearly a half century, a
point also made by Justice Elena Kagan.
The abortion decisions are “part of
the fabric of women’s existence in this
country,” she said.
Barrett approached the issue of
women's reliance on the abortion rulings from a different vantage point.
She suggested that so-called safe haven
laws in all 50 states that allow mothers to relinquish parental rights mean
women can't be forced into motherhood, which could limit employment
and other opportunities.
“Why don’t the safe haven laws take
care of that problem?" she asked.
Barrett, with a long record of personal opposition to abortion, acknowledged the court still has to deal with the
issue of forcing women to remain pregnant against their will.
She described such a pregnancy as
“an infringement on bodily autonomy,
you know, which we have in other contexts, like vaccines."
In its earlier rulings, the court has
rooted the right to abortion in the section of the 14th Amendment that says
states cannot “deprive any person of
life, liberty, or property, without due
process of law.”
Same-sex marriage and other rights,
based on the same provision but also
not explicitly mentioned in the Constitution, could be threatened if Roe and
Casey fall, the administration argues.
If the court issues its decision in late
June it will be a little more than four
months before next year’s congressional elections, and could become a campaign season rallying cry.

Center for Reproductive Rights Litigation Director Julie Rikelman, who represents the Jackson Women’s Health Organization,
Mississippi’s lone abortion clinic, takes a question from a reporter in front of the U.S. Supreme Court, Wednesday, Dec. 1, 2021, in
Washington.
PHOTO BY ANDREW HARNIK/AP

Anti-abortion protesters surround abortion rights advocates
as both groups demonstrate in front of the U.S. Supreme Court,
Wednesday, Dec. 1, 2021, in Washington, as the court hears arguments in a case from Mississippi, where a 2018 law would ban
abortions after 15 weeks of pregnancy, well before viability.
PHOTO BY ANDREW HARNIK/AP

People demonstrate in front of the U.S. Supreme Court Wednesday, Dec. 1, 2021.
PHOTO BY ANDREW HARNIK/AP
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Local
leaders
manage
strife
over race,
other
issues
UNCASVILLE, Conn. (AP) —
In addition to preparing for snow
storms or the new school year,
Connecticut municipal leaders
were urged Tuesday to ready their
communities for a different type of
challenge: how to manage conflicts
over race, gender identity, religion
and national origin.
The lesson comes at a time when
there’s been an increase in hate
crimes incidents across the country and in Connecticut, strife over
mask-wearing and vaccine mandates, and a push for greater racial equity in the wake of George
Floyd's murder.
“Sometimes people don’t realize
it, but a lot of the issues related
to equity, on the ground level, are
also related to the way municipal
government functions and the way
local schools function,” said Richard Porth, special projects coordinator for the Connecticut Conference of Municipalities. “So there is
a role in all of this. And I think it’s
a meaningful role.”
CCM, which opened the first
day of its two-day convention and
expo on Tuesday, launched a series of public regional discussions
last year on the long-simmering
issue of racial equity following the
killing of George Floyd by police

A woman and child walk by protesters lying down on North Main Street in solidarity with George Floyd and the Black Lives Matter movement
in Wallingford, Conn., Friday, June 5, 2020. Connecticut municipal leaders on Tuesday, Nov. 30, 2021, were urged to ready their communities
for a different type of challenge, managing conflicts over race, gender identity, religion and national origin.
PHOTO BY DAVE ZAJAC/RECORD-JOURNAL VIA AP

in Minneapolis. That has led to
the development of a “tool kit” for
cities and towns to help them promote racial equity in their communities and other initiatives.

“There’s no panacea
that we can tell a
community, ‘If you do
this, you’re going to
resolve conflict and
eliminate hate.’ That
does not exist.”
MICHAEL DAVID

CCM, a private entity that represents the interests of municipalities, is holding monthly training
sessions, periodic roundtable dis-

cussions and monthly action items
for municipalities to meet.
On Tuesday, CCM invited representatives from the federal
Community Relations Service, a
division of the U.S. Justice Department that was formed in 1964 and
dubbed “America’s Peacemaker,"
to speak about their work. As impartial mediators, they work with
community groups and help resolve conflicts and respond to alleged hate crimes.
“There's no panacea that we can
tell a community, ‘If you do this,
you’re going to resolve conflict and
eliminate hate.' That does not exist. I wish it does, but we can help
you face it," said Michael David,
a conciliation specialist with the
Community Relations Service.
The organization offers a variety
of programs, from helping to bring

communities together after a deadly police shooting to assisting citizens in identifying issues within
their city, town, or school and coming up with solutions.
Some Connecticut communities
are already doing some of this work
on their own.
In Coventry, a predominately-white town of approximately
12,500 residents in eastern Connecticut, the town council recently adopted a resolution that denounced racism and recognized
past and present racial injustices.
The community is also planning
"community conversations” on race
next year and to educate local residents on issues such as implicit and
explicit bias.
“We need to just talk and feel
comfortable to talk with our neighbors,” said Annemarie Sundgren,

the towns' human services administrator who is helping to head up
the initiative. She said the effort began after no students of color from
nearby Hartford participated in the
town's school choice program this
year. She said Coventry is considering surveying both local residents
as well as Hartford residents to
learn more about their perceptions
of the community.
Canton First Selectman Robert
Bessel, who attended Tuesday's presentation, said there haven't been
any high-profile incidents of racial
and ethic bias in his town but he
senses “there's work to be done" in
the community of roughly 10,200 in
Hartford County.
“There are some things that we just
need to talk about, work on. How can
we have more equity? How can we
include more (people)?” said Bessel.

Data shows rise in COVID-19 deaths
Connecticut virus
in Connecticut nursing homes
infections twice as
high in low-vax areas
HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) — A
new COVID-19 spike in Connecticut is more heavily concentrated in
towns with low vaccination rates,
recent data shows.
A statistical analysis by the Hartford Courant found that over two
weeks in November, municipalities
where fewer than 60% of residents
were fully vaccinated had a median
rate of 26 daily cases per 100,000
residents. That's compared to a rate
of almost 14 daily cases in municipalities with more than 70% fully
vaccinated residents.
“That is a no-brainer, for sure,”
Dr. Ulysses Wu, and infectious disease specialist at Hartford HealthCare, told the Courant. “If an area is
less vaccinated, there is going to be
more COVID.”
The newspaper's analysis also
found that 22 of the 25 towns with
the lowest vaccination rates are listed in the state’s “red alert” category, meaning they have more than 15
daily cases per 100,000 residents.
Of the 25 towns with the highest
number of new cases per capita in
the two-week period ending Nov.
20, all but one had fewer than 70%
of their residents fully vaccinated,
according to the analysis.
Windham County, which borders
Massachusetts and Rhode Island in
the northeast corner of the state,
has the lowest vaccination rate and
the highest number of new cases,
according to the U.S. Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention.
Cities including Hartford, Bridgeport, New Haven, New London and
New Britain are among the least
vaccinated municipalities.
A town that appears to be an
outlier may not be one after all,
health officials told the Courant.
Mansfield has the lowest vaccination rate in the state but has recorded few COVID-19 cases in recent weeks. Officials said the data
is misleading because it includes
UConn students, most of whom
are vaccinated but aren't counted
in the town's statistics.
The recent uptick in cases statewide has come amid new fears
about a new and highly transmissible coronavirus variant known
as “omicron." In a statement issued
Sunday, Gov. Ned Lamont said that
while no cases of the variant have
been reported in Connecticut, a
network of labs set up earlier this
year to conduct genomic sequencing on positive tests will help officials track the new variant and others that may develop in the future.
“This news of the Omicron variant reminds us about the importance of being vaccinated and getting a booster,” Lamont said in the
statement. “We have now entered
the winter holiday season and still
need to mask while in indoor public places, practice proper hand hygiene, get tested, and stay home if
you feel sick.”

CLASSIFIEDS
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HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) — A
dozen nursing home residents died
from COVID-19 in Connecticut over
a recent two week period, which is
the largest number since mid-August,
new data released Friday showed.
There were 125 positive cases of
COVID-19 among residents between
Nov. 10 and Nov. 23, with 12 deaths, according to state Department of Health
data. Sixty-seven staff also tested positive during the same period. Five of
those deaths occurred at Candlewood
Valley Health and Rehabilitation Center in New Milford, which reported 36

positive cases among its 105 residents
and eight positive cases among its staff.
A message was left seeking comment with the facility's administrator.
The last time there were more than a
dozen nursing deaths reported during a
two-week period was between Aug. 18
and Aug. 31. At that time there were 16
deaths from COVID-19 among nursing
home residents, 111 positive cases among
residents and 94 cases among staff.
Over the past two weeks, the rolling
average number of daily new cases of
COVID-19 in Connecticut has grown by
267.4, an increase of 70.8%, according to

researchers at Johns Hopkins University.
The Connecticut Department of
Public Health recently announced it
had begun issuing civil penalties that
totaled more $19 million to 101 longterm care facilities across the state for
not complying with Gov. Ned Lamont's executive order mandating staff
be vaccinated. The affected facilities
include nursing homes, assisted living services agencies, managed residential communities, residential care
homes, chronic disease hospitals, and
intermediate care facilities for individuals with intellectual disabilities.

Gov. Ned Lamont, left, talks with Jeanne Peters, 95, during a visit to The Reservoir nursing home, after
she was given the first COVID-19 vaccination, Friday, Dec. 18, 2020, in West Hartford, Conn.
PHOTO BY STEPHEN DUNN/AP

Lamont: No plans for new mandates
UNCASVILLE, Conn. (AP) —
Connecticut Gov. Ned Lamont said
Tuesday he does not plan to mandate booster shots for certain workers or reissue statewide indoor mask
mandates in stores and restaurants.
That's despite new COVID-19 infection numbers that are the highest in
nearly a year and news of the omicron variant being identified in different parts of the world.

The Democrat, however, said he
does expect that masking requirements in schools will remain in
place for now.
“If we were thinking about relaxing the masks in schools, I think
we're going to take some time on
that. The kids are getting vaccinated but still, the vast majority are not
vaccinated," he said, noting that local municipalities will continue to

decide whether to impose indoor
masking rules.
Lamont said he doesn't see a need
yet to require certain workers to get
a booster shot, noting Connecticut
ranks among the top 10 states for
people getting the third dose of a
COVID-19 vaccine. The governor
said encouraging people to get the
additional shot is easier than issuing
mandates and requirements.
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C
arson’s
Commentary
by Carson Swick
STAFF COLUMNIST
carson.swick@uconn.edu

Happy belated Thanksgiving, and
welcome to the holiday season. The
long-awaited end of this semester is
coming in just two weeks!
Speaking of long-awaited events,
the month of November gave us
verdicts in two of this year’s most
highly publicized trials. On Nov. 19,
18-year-old Kyle Rittenhouse was
acquitted after killing two men and
injuring another during the August
2020 protest in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
And, on Nov. 24, three White men
were convicted for the February
2020 murder of Ahmaud Arbery, an
unarmed 25-year-old Black man, in
Glynn County, Georgia.
I will begin by discussing the latter case. On Feb. 23, 2020, Arbery
was jogging on a residential street
in Satilla Shores, an unincorporated
community about 80 miles southwest of Savannah. Believing that
Arbery may have committed a burglary, 50-year-old William Bryan
began to follow him in a vehicle and
record on his cell phone. Bryan’s
video shows the encounter between
Arbery and two other White men,
father and son Gregory and Travis
McMichael, aged 64 and 34, respectively. Also believing that Arbery
was a burglar, the McMichaels attempted to conduct a citizen’s arrest
(legal in Georgia at the time), which
the confused Arbery resisted. A
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struggle ensued, and it ended with
Travis McMichael fatally shooting
Arbery at point-blank range.
Though Bryan’s full video was
not released until May 2020, the
outrage over three White men killing an unarmed, innocent Black
man was swift and severe.
Georgia Gov. Brian Kemp (R)
said “Georgians [deserved]
answers” about the shooting, while then-presidential
candidate Joe Biden told a
crowd that Arbery was “essentially lynched before our
very eyes.”
With such bipartisan outrage, one would think Georgia attorneys would line up to
prosecute Bryan and the McMichaels to the fullest extent
of the law. After all, securing
a conviction in this racially-charged case would undoubtedly boost the career of
any successful prosecutor in
the increasingly progressive
Peach State. Indeed, Kemp signed
expansive hate crime legislation and
repealed Georgia’s 1863 “citizen’s
arrest” law within 15 months of Arbery’s death.
However, lead prosecutor Linda
Dunikoski surprised most observers by adopting a cautious approach
that largely avoided any racial issues.
Dunikoski, a senior district attorney
in Democratic-leaning Cobb County,
recognized focusing on the fact that

Arbery’s killers had actively pursued him for several minutes was
the best way to win over the conservative, mostly-White jury. Only once
during the entire trial did Dunikoski
claim Arbery was killed “because he
was a Black man running down the

street,” and her strategy even won
the praise of Bryan’s attorney, the
Brunswick-based Kevin Gough.
“She found a clever way of bringing the issue up that wouldn’t be
offensive to the right-leaning members of the jury,” Gough told The
New York Times last week. “I think
you can see from the verdict that
Dunikoski made the right call.”
Officially, Bryan and the McMichaels each faced five state charges,

including malice murder, felony
murder and false imprisonment,
as well as three additional federal charges. Travis McMichael was
convicted on all eight charges, while
Gregory McMichael was convicted
on all charges except malice murder. Bryan was found guilty
of felony murder, aggravated
assault and criminal attempt
to commit a felony.
Now to the Rittenhouse trial. After the Aug. 23, 2020 police shooting of Jacob Blake, a
29-year-old Black man, protests occurred in Kenosha.
Some demonstrators looted
stores, set fires and caused
more than $50 million worth
of damage in just four days.
Enter Kyle Rittenhouse,
then a 17-year-old high school
student from Antioch, Illinois. Apparently feeling a responsibility to restore order,
Rittenhouse drove 20 miles
northeast to Kenosha on
Aug. 24, where he met up with his
friend, 18-year-old Dominick Black.
Black, a Wisconsin native, had purchased a gun for Rittenhouse, which
he had agreed to give to him on his
18th birthday. (For this, Black was
charged with a felony and was the
first witness called by prosecutors.)
When unrest broke out the next
evening, Black and Rittenhouse
armed themselves and travelled to a
used car dealership for reasons that

are still unclear. Witnesses testified
that the dealership asked Rittenhouse to defend their property from
riots, but the owner’s son denied
this. Regardless, what happened
next is clear — Rittenhouse fatally
shot two men, 36-year-old Joseph
Rosenbaum and 26-year-old Anthony Huber. He also wounded another,
26-year-old Gaige Grosskreutz, who
testified he was filming the unrest
for the American Civil Liberties
Union and thought Rittenhouse was
an active shooter.
For his actions, Rittenhouse faced
several charges, including first-degree intentional homicide, which
could have imprisoned him for 60
years. Several of the smaller charges,
such as underage possession of a
dangerous weapon and failure to
comply with Kenosha’s emergency
curfew, should have resulted in nodoubt convictions for Rittenhouse.
However, the case’s lead prosecutor, Kenosha County Assistant
District Attorney Thomas Binger,
found his case weakened by a brilliant defense team. For one, Judge
Bruce Schroeder dismissed the underage gun possession charge after
Rittenhouse’s lawyers argued that
Wisconsin law only prevents minors from carrying riﬂes if the barrel is less than 16 inches long — the
length of Rittenhouse’s barrel exceeded 16 inches.

See COURT CASES, p. 8


by Katherine Jimenez

STAFF COLUMNIST
katherine.jimenez_cruz@uconn.edu

On Wednesday, the Supreme Court
heard oral arguments on a Mississippi
law that bans abortions at 15-weeks.
The abortion case, known as Dobbs
v. Jackson Women’s Health Organization, will have the most significant decision on abortion rights in the United
States since Planned Parenthood of
Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey in
1992 which upheld Roe v. Wade.
“Nearly half of the states already
have or are expected to enact bans on
abortion at all stages of pregnancy,
many without exceptions for rape or
incest. Women who are unable to travel hundreds of miles to gain access to
legal abortions will be required to continue with their pregnancies and give
birth with profound effects on their
bodies, their health, and the course of
their lives,” said US Solicitor General
Elizabeth Prelogar, the Biden administration’s top lawyer, before the Supreme Court regarding the future of
abortion rights in America.
Banning abortions altogether does
not stop them from happening. As
a matter of fact, they take double the

lives. And the Dobbs case is tricky
considering that, as Mary Zieglar at
Politico put it, “to uphold Mississippi’s law, the court will have to either
hold that there is no abortion right or
rewrite what Roe v. Wade stands for.”
Considering former-President Donald Trump’s Supreme Court justice
nominee, Amy Coney Barrett, helped
secure a 6-3 conservative majority for
the court, the latter event is very likely
to happen.

“Unsafe abortion
is a leading – but
preventable – cause
of maternal deaths
and morbidities. It
can lead to physical
and mental health
complications and
social and financial
burdens for women,
communities and
health systems.”
WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

According to the World Health
Organization, “ Unsafe abortion is a
leading – but preventable – cause of
maternal deaths and morbidities. It
can lead to physical and mental health
complications and social and financial
burdens for women, communities and
health systems.” And although a poll
by the Associated Press/NORC found
that more than 60% of people believe
that a woman should be able to obtain
an abortion during the first trimester of
her pregnancy, some states are already
seeking to make the procedure a felony
through “trigger laws ” These laws
can criminalize abortions as soon as it
is constitutionally possible to do so.
Prohibiting abortions would mean
many women would have to travel out
of their home state to receive their basic
healthcare needs. However, that’s a lot
easier said than done. In regions where
abortion clinics are low in numbers,
traveling out of state can mean leaving
your family and job for days. And, given that Medicaid eligibility and plans
vary per state, not all abortions will be
covered, taking not just a health toll on
women but a financial one as well.
The Texas abortion ban, which is
what sparked the current abortion

rights debate, has nothing new to add
to the state’s bad healthcare system either. It will only further fail minority
communities.

“While Texas does
not report deaths
among new mothers
by race, we know
the national Black
maternal mortality
rate was 44 deaths
per 100,000 live
births in 2019
compared to a
rate of 17.9 White
deaths.”
DAVID BLUMENTHAL
AND LAURIE ZEPHYRIN

“Black infants in Texas were twice
as likely as White infants to die before
their first birthday. While Texas does
not report deaths among new mothers
by race, we know the national Black

maternal mortality rate was 44 deaths
per 100,000 live births in 2019 compared to a rate of 17.9 White deaths,”
said David Blumenthal and Laurie
Zephyrin in a September article from
The Commonwealth Fund on the Texas abortion issue.
A 2019 Guttmacher Institute fact
sheet reveals that unintended pregnancies are more common among
low-income women aged 18 to 24. So,
as Blumenthal and Zephyrin also state,
minority women, who for centuries
have been afflicted by poverty and discrimination, will be disproportionately
targeted by the upholding of this abortion ban.
Reversing Roe v. Wade will set women’s healthcare rights decades back.
Women without the financial resources to support a child will have to bear
the responsibility and difficulties, not
the state or the legislators who have put
restrictions on what a woman can and
can’t do with her body. Foster homes
will become even more ﬂooded, putting more children at risk of emotional
or physical abuse, and minority communities will have to face even worse
health challenges.
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Humanities Institute hosts panelists in their ‘PublishingNOW:
How to Publish for the Public’ event

This week at the UConn Humanities Institute, “PublishingNOW: How to Publish for the Public” was hosted. At the event, the process, pitching and the ins-and-outs of publishing were
discussed. PHOTO BY KEVIN LINDSTROM, PHOTO & VIDEO EDITOR/THE DAILY CAMPUS

by Jordana Castelli
STAFF WRITER
jordana.castelli@uconn.edu

PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKR

This past Wednesday, the
University of Connecticut’s Humanities Institute hosted ‘Publishing NOW: How to Publish
for the Public,’ a discussion that
surrounded publishing specifically for academics. The panel
was moderated by postdoctoral research associate Elizabeth
Della Zazzera and consisted of
managing editor at The Conversation Emily Castello, web editor at Lapham’s Quarterly Jaime
Fuller and editorial director at
Public Books Ben Platt. The panelists discussed the in-and-outs
of publishing, including the process, pitches, their own journey
and more.
While all three magazines do
revolve around publishing, they
all operate differently. In terms
of pitches, each organization
goes about it in their own unique
way. Since The Conversation is
essentially a news organization,
they begin their morning by
gathering all the editors into a
meeting and discussing the news
of the day. From this meeting,
editors are able to gather a list of
ideas that they would like to see
published on that day. Another route is accepting pitches via
their website. Fuller accepts the
pitches herself.
“In my Twitter bio I have my
e-mail, you can send me a pitch
and I respond to everyone who
sends me a pitch,” she said.
“Sometimes I’m formulating a
series and I’ll reach out to writers, or I’ll see someone who has
an area of expertise that we haven’t run in awhile.”
Many writers expect to see
their pieces published shortly
after being submitted. However,
this is rarely the case.
“Sometimes we have people
approach us and say that they
have an article that [they] want
to publish and we have to laugh
and say no. We basically have a
three month window of time be-

tween a piece coming into the editorial process and then getting
published,” said Platt.
Pitches are often a writer's
first step in getting their piece
published, so it’s important to
know what each editor is looking
for. Castello wants to ensure that
her writer is an expert in whatever they are discussing.
“We want people to be writing
from an area of deep expertise, so
we want to hear about your own
scholarship and what scholarship you are going to be drawing
upon to make your arguments,”
she said.
Platt has two different codes
in which he abides by. The first
is a template of, “Why this, why
now, why me,” and the second
is the “promise of the piece, the
mechanism of how you are going
to get there and the biography.”
He emphasizes the importance of
transparency in a pitch and how
it can be very important for the
writer. For example, if someone is
a professor of classics and would
like to write about classics, it’s
important to include their profession to ensure visibility.
Fuller touches upon what excites her audience and what she
believes readers want to see in
Lapham’s Quarterly’s articles.
“What I think a reader wants
out of a piece is they want to feel
smart and they want the writer
to be very good at making the
reader feel like they’ve got the
‘aha’ moment on their own and
haven’t just been steered along
by the writer,” she said. “The
reader wants that education and
to feel smart and whatever the
topic is, if you can do that, it’s a
good LQ piece.”
On the contrary, Castello and
her colleagues go about it in a
very different way.
“We [the editors] are sort of the
first audience, so if we find it interesting then we hope that if we
can make the writing accessible
and connect it to people’s current
lives, then it will find an audience,” she said.
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‘You, Me & the Christmas Trees’: When
Hallmark takes on Avon, Connecticut

“You, Me & the Christmas Trees” is Hallmark’s latest holiday film. The movie follows Olivia Arden, a Connecticut arborist who
must save a business when this year’s batch of trees are suddenly dying. PHOTO COURTESY OF IMDB

by Esther Ju

STAFF WRITER
esther.ju@uconn.edu

As a Connecticut resident, any
sort of limelight upon the Nutmeg
State usually becomes a subject of
deep fascination to me because living in it is deeply unfascinating. So,
when the stars align and Connecticut finally become the main character, what choice do I have but to
indulge?
Back in October, UConn Today
announced the premiere of “You,
Me & the Christmas Trees,” a film
courtesy of the Hallmark Channel. Having watched my very first
Hallmark production last year, it
certainly doesn’t beat “Christmas
Wishes & Mistletoe Kisses” (and
how can it?). However, it’s not everyday your hometown and institution are featured in a holiday
movie, and for that reason alone,
it’s proven to be the most memorable.
“You, Me & the Christmas Trees”
follows “Christmas tree whisperer”
Olivia Arden (Danica McKellar), an
arborist with a degree in forestry
from the University of Connecticut,
who gets a call from Avon resident
Jack Connor (Benjamin Ayres). As
owner of “Connor’s Connecticut
Christmas Trees,” Jack requests
Olivia’s help in figuring out why
this year’s batch of trees are suddenly dying in an attempt to save
the farm from what could very well
be its last year in business.
As with any Hallmark movie, I

went in mentally prepared for the
dry acting, low-budget production
value and predictable plotlines that
would emerge. It didn’t take long
for me to grow tired after the third
tree pun, and the most I laughed
was during what was supposed to
be a sentimental moment for Jack,
when he explains the value behind
his family’s ornaments.
“This one is from the year I
was born, 27 years ago,” said the
44-year-old actor.
Within the movie’s 80-minute
runtime, Jack and Olivia practically run in circles trying to solve the
case of the mysterious tree illness.
While Olivia advises Jack to start
growing other crops, Jack remains
adamant on selling trees as part of
a promise he made to his late father. Eventually, Olivia manages to
concoct the right remedy. But I, for
one, believe in an alternate solution
that was staring Jack right in the
eye the entire time: expanding his
business model into the artificial
Christmas tree industry.
Of course, what mainly motivated me to watch this movie was
the little bit of stardom received by
UConn and Avon. Knowing that
everything was filmed in Vancouver, I didn’t actually expect any of it
to resemble the two — and I ended
up predicting correctly.
UConn made its cameo in numerous ways. Panning shots of Olivia’s
forestry degree and agricultural
certificate displayed the school’s
official logo, and a very obvious
makeshift campus sign sported its

iconic capitalized emblem. On the
other hand, an aerial shot of random building grounds was used to
represent campus, and the interior
shots offered no likeness to UConn. According to my roommate, it
more so looked like a modern nursing home.
Compared to UConn, Avon suffered the most misrepresentation.
Where was Dom's Coffee? Where
were the people flocking to West
Hartford for entertainment? If anything, the most accurate reflection
of reality was the lack of diversity
in the town. Other than that, they
could’ve chosen any other town
name and it honestly wouldn’t have
made a difference.
Still, fame is fame. Does it really count as fame considering it’s
through the Hallmark Channel?
God only knows, but it’s probably
the closest thing we’ll get to the Criterion Channel so I’ll take it.
As a movie, “You, Me & the
Christmas Trees” is less than stellar. Terrible, even. But I’ll admit, it’s also sparked feelings of
an inherent appreciation for my
surroundings, which I’ve always
deemed boring and uneventful. Although I’ll probably never watch it
again, “You, Me & the Christmas
Trees” provides a rare occasion
to see familiarity on the big
screen — again, it’s Hallmark,
but a screen nonetheless — an
opportunity that is anything but
deeply unfascinating.
Rating: 2/5

PHOTO COURTESY
OF FLICKER
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Thirsty Thursdays
THE TRUE RANKING OF TRULY LEMONADE
The Daily Campus Life Section
life@dailycampus.com

Shortly after turning 21, like
many, I went to the nearby
liquor store to purchase alcohol
for the first time. In general, I’m
not a huge fan of more bitter alcohol, so I wanted to start small
with something with a frutiertaste. After a recommendation
from my roommate, I ended up
settling on Truly Lemonade,
a hard seltzer that comes in
four flavors — plain lemonade,
strawberry, watermelon and
mango. Being the opinionated
person I am, I was quickly able
to figure out which one was my
favorite and rank them:

Plain Lemonade
I’ll admit, I tried this one with the assumption that it wouldn’t be my favorite, which may have influenced
the way I feel about it. To me, the plain lemonade flavor was definitely more bitter than the other flavors
and I was slightly disappointed by the fact that, to me, it didn’t really taste like lemonade either. I couldn’t
quite pinpoint the flavor that it actually tasted like, but it certainly didn’t remind me of the kind of refreshing lemonade that one would drink in the summer. I’d drink it again, but only if I really have to.

Watermelon
In general, I tend to like watermelon-flavored drinks and sweets, so I expected that this would be a good
choice. After tasting it, I was a little disappointed that the taste of watermelon wasn’t as strong as I expected. Its aftertaste, however, was still pretty good and it was definitely sweeter than the plain lemonade
flavor. Overall, I much preferred watermelon to the plain lemonade flavor and will definitely have it again.

Strawberry
With strawberry lemonade being a rather popular drink on its own, I hoped the strawberry flavor would
live up to my expectations. Like watermelon, the initial taste of strawberry was not very potent, but it was
still on the sweeter side, especially compared to the plain lemonade flavor, with the subtle sourness of
strawberries, which was a mixture that I liked. I enjoyed this flavor about as much as I liked the watermelon, so, in terms of ranking, I’d say they’re in a solid tie.

Mango
I wasn’t sure what to expect when I tried mango. A part of me hoped that it would be reminiscent of the
Frooti mango juice that I would get from the Indian store when I was younger. However, mango lemonade
isn’t a drink I know to exist, so I was not entirely sure how the flavors would mix. To my surprise, it really
did taste and smell like it had been infused with mangoes, which was something I really liked. In addition, I felt the mango flavor was sweeter than the others and the fruity taste was stronger than that of the
strawberry and watermelon. It may be a more acquired taste, and was definitely helped by the fact that I
generally like the taste of mangoes and mango-flavored drinks; however, mango is certainly the one I would
pick over the rest in a heartbeat.
Overall, Truly Lemonade is a good choice for anyone who is not looking for something too
strong or bitter and for those who like bubbly, carbonated drinks with an added fruity taste.
I’d drink it again, but only if I really have to.

PHOTO COURTESY OF FLICKER
AND IMDB
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Huskytalk | How would you describe your semester in three words?

“Fast, exciting, motivation”

“Interesting, long,
grateful”

Cassidy Koopmann
Accounting
3rd semester

Lexi Tomkunas
Human Development Focus
13th semester

“New, exciting, exhausting”

“Long, uncomfortable, tiresome”

Kavitn Srirangam
Cognitive Sciences
3rd semester

Justin Lin
Computer Science
1st semester

DYK?

85% of plant life is found in the ocean.

Sudoku
Level 1 2

3

4

DENDROCHRONOLOGY IS THE SCIENCE OF
CALCULATING A TREE’S AGE BY ITS RINGS.
FACTS COURTESY OF FUNFACTSABOUT.NET

FOR RELEASE DECEMBER 2, 2021

Crossword
Los Angeles Times Daily Crossword Puzzle
Edited by Rich Norris and Joyce Lewis

ACROSS
1 Degas medium
8 Panini cheese
14 Examples of
basic chemistry?
15 Libraries, often
17 Impress one’s
future employer,
maybe
19 First name in
American folk
music
20 The Auld Sod
21 “__ did”: “You
caught me”
22 Make restitution
24 Waits with a
guitar
25 Unsurpassed
26 Gobble breakfast
in one minute,
say
30 Wireless
standard initials
31 __ Cabos: Baja
area
32 Seek information
33 “I concur with that
evaluation”
36 Counterpart of
Row 1
40 Native American
Heritage Mo.
41 Women’s campus
gp.
42 Internet pioneer
43 Cause confusion
and disarray
47 Hemingway
moniker
49 __ Speedwagon
50 Maine college
town
51 La Corse, par
exemple
52 Key
54 Reindeer in
“Frozen”
55 Perform a sailing
maneuver
60 Cretan princess
who aided
Theseus
61 Trivial detail
62 Occupation
63 Gathering
places for
many unions
DOWN
1 Kitchen
implement
2 Inspired by

Solution to Wednesday’s puzzle

12/2/21

Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
of Grosskreutz seemed to confirm
contains
that Huber was
trying every
to harm
Rittenhouse. Indigit,
another
1 tokey9.moment for the defense, Grosskreutz
For strategies
confirmed Rittenhouse
only shot
him when heon
pointed
gun
howhis
to own
solve
at the teenager, in an apparent atSudoku,
visit
tempt to disarm
him.

On the Arbery and
Rittenhouse verdicts
COURT CASES, cont. from p. 4

12/2/21

By Jeffrey Wechsler

3 Winter Olympics
equipment
4 Skill
5 Over the moon
6 Stanza part
7 Money for some
AARP members
8 Nissan model
9 One looking
ahead
10 Memo intro
11 Really, e.g.: Abbr.
12 Real last name of
Dr. Seuss
13 Circular snacks
16 “M*A*S*H”
actress
18 Classic Vegas
sights
22 With dexterity
23 Roomy bag
24 Ark units
25 Capital of
Azerbaijan
27 Green shade
28 Native New
Zealander
29 Course
concerned with
idioms: Abbr.
34 Ancient Andean
35 Blue Jays, in
crawls
36 Salmon variety

Wednesday’s Puzzle Solved

©2021 Tribune Content Agency, LLC

37 Multi-use
hardboard
product
38 Lamp, e.g.; light,
only sometimes
39 Iams alternative
41 __ pad
43 Hard cash?
44 Jo, in “Little
Women”
45 Nine-day prayer
ritual
46 Matured

12/2/21

47 Hummus go-with
48 Frighten
52 Dress length
53 Pulitzer novelist
Tyler
54 __ Tzu: dog
breed
56 “Krazy __”
57 Cinephile’s TV
choice
58 Soccer score
word
59 Court figs.

When this approach failed, Binger’s team pivoted, attempting to
assert Rittenhouse had “provoked
bloodshed” by coming to the riot
fully armed and leaving the scene
“like a hero in a Western, without a
care in the world for anything he’s
Some will sudoku.org.uk
argue that Judge
just done.”
Schroeder inherently favored the
Based on the
evidence
seen, Group.
defense.
This is abytopic that de© 2021
TheI’ve
Mepham
Distributed
I’m inclinedTribune
to agree
with Agency.
this serves
its own
column as I can cerContent
All rights
reserved.
characterization of Rittenhouse’s tainly understand the argument.
actions. But my own deductions The optics of both Schroeder yelldo not translate into laws on the ing at Binger over Rittenhouse’s
books in Wisconsin, on which a Fifth Amendment rights and his
jury must base its verdict to ensure MAGA-adopted “God Bless The
a fair trial. Specifically, once a de- U.S.A.” phone ringtone are terrifendant has made a self-defense ble. I encourage anyone interestclaim in Wisconsin, prosecutors ed in these issues to read MSNBC
must “disprove it beyond a reason- opinion columnist Jessica Levinable doubt.”
son’s take on Schroeder’s conduct
Binger could have certainly done as she discusses it in greater detail
this, had his own legal strategy than I ever could here.
not actively worked against him.
So, what is the lesson in this?
For one, Binger relied too heavily Beyond the obvious that Binger
on unclear drone footage in build- could learn a thing or two from
ing his case, particularly the video Dunikoski, prosecutors must be
of Rittenhouse shooting Rosen- just as shrewd and thorough in
baum. I’m not going to analyze this their work as defense attorneys.
footage more than the courtroom After all, they operate within a
already has, but it raises more justice system that is theoretically
questions than it answers. Was designed to free 100 guilty men beRosenbaum really within arm’s fore it convicts one innocent man.
length of Rittenhouse’s gun when They must base their arguments
the teenager turned around and in reason and not emotion, as Binshot him? Did Rosenbaum actually ger could never recover from the
lunge for the gun? Different sides inherent emotional undertone of
interpreted the footage different- calling Rittenhouse a remorseless
ly, meaning that nothing here was Western outlaw. In a courtroom,
“disproven beyond a reasonable what is true and what is proven
doubt.”
are often two completely different
Even some of Binger’s wit- things.
nesses seemed to undermine his
I will release my final column
argument. The testimony of an- of the semester next week. Given
other armed citizen, Ryan Balch, that Jussie Smollett and Ghislaine
painted the picture of a hostile Maxwell are currently facing triRosenbaum, who Balch said was al, and that the Supreme Court is
“hyperaggressive and acting out hearing a challenge to Roe v. Wade,
in a violent manner” before Ritten- I’m sure I’ll have plenty more legal
house shot him. And the testimony news to discuss soon.
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College Football Playoff expansion talks inch forward
DALLAS (AP) — The latest meeting on expanding the College Football Playoff wrapped up without
an announcement Wednesday as
the people involved agreed to keep
talking.
CFP Executive Director Bill Hancock said there remains a strong
consensus to expand the four-team
field among the management committee, comprised of the 10 major
college football conference commissioners and Notre Dame’s athletic
director.
But how and when? A proposed
12-team model remains at the heart
of the discussions and there is still
hope it can be implemented for the
2024 season. How teams would
qualify and be selected are topics
still under discussion.
“I thought there was a chance we’d
get to the end today,” Big 12 Commissioner Bob Bowlsby said. “We didn’t
and there were good appropriate
reasons why we didn’t. There are
people in the room that are differently situated and they therefore
have different perspectives. And
they were healthy discussions. I
think we made good progress, but
we aren’t done.”
There is no firm date for the next
meeting, but there is one scheduled
for January around the College Football Playoff championship game in
Indianapolis.
Mountain West Commissioner
Craig Thompson said there are still
some who would rather expand
only to eight teams. Others are adamant eight won’t work.
“I was part of a group that brought
forward a recommendation of six

conference champions and six best
remaining teams — or you can stay
at four,” said Southeastern Conference Commissioner Greg Sankey,
one of four members of the subcommittee that worked for two years on
the 12-team model put forth nearly
six months ago.
Where do things stand with that

the management committee since
the 12-team proposal was unveiled
in June.
The commissioners from the Big
Ten, Atlantic Coast Conference and
Pac-12, all relatively new to playoff
talks, were skeptical of the process
from the start and became even more
leery of how quickly it was moving

Stanford players run onto the field for the team’s NCAA college football game against Notre Dame in Stanford, Calif., Saturday, Nov. 27, 2021.
PHOTO BY JED JACOBSOHN/AP

original proposal?
“Well, it’s certainly not been approved,” Sankey said. “Otherwise,
we wouldn’t be having this conversation today.
The seven-hour meeting at a hotel at the Dallas-Fort Worth Airport
was the sixth in-person gathering of

toward 12 after it was revealed the
Southeastern Conference would be
adding Oklahoma and Texas to the
league in the next few years.
Big Ten Commissioner Kevin
Warren, ACC Commissioner Jim
Phillips and Pac-12 Commissioner
George Kliavkoff did not speak with

Spin’s Fantasy Football Factory:
Booms & busts for Week 13
by Nick Spinali

CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
nicholas.spinali@uconn.edu

It’s finally December, which means
that it’s time to celebrate Hanukkah,
the holiday season and the incoming
arrival of the 2021 fantasy football playoffs. If your team is red hot and ready
to tackle the cold weather as well as the
playoffs, congratulations! You’ve put
yourself in a position that every fantasy manager dreams about at this time
of year. If you’re not quite locked into a
playoff spot just yet, Spin is here to help
your team get over the edge by guiding
you to make the best lineup decisions
come gameday. Without further ado,
here are my boom and bust predictions
for Week 13 of the NFL season.
Boom - Chase Claypool, WR,
PIT vs. BAL
In last week’s contest against the
Cleveland Browns, the Ravens’ defense
did an exceptional job at limiting the
production of Cleveland’s pass-catchers, as no Browns wide receiver
eclipsed two catches except for Jarvis
Landry. Over the course of 12 weeks,
Baltimore’s pass defense is among the
middling teams in the NFL, but they’ll
be facing a much more talented group
when they visit Pittsburgh this Sunday, even as the Steelers prepare to play
without JuJu Smith-Schuster and RayRay McCloud. You’d have to figure that
one of Chase Claypool, Dionte Johnson
or James Washington will find the
weak spots in the Ravens secondary,
and my guess is that Claypool will be
that guy. In a game where the Steelers
could be chasing points, I’ll take Claypool and his current average of seven
targets per game.
Bust - Odell Beckham Jr., WR,
LAR vs. JAX
In his first game with his new team,
Beckham recorded a measly two
catches for 18 against the San Francisco
49ers. Following a bye week where he
supposedly worked to familiarize himself with his new offensive playbook,
Beckham exploded for 81 yards and a
receiving touchdown last week against
the Packers. However, a majority of
those yards came on his touchdown
route, when he managed to find room
for a 54-yard gain. It’s also worth noting
that his team was already trailing by 19
points in the fourth period when his
score came. Sure, Beckham is a much
better fantasy play as a Ram than he
ever was as a Brown, but despite his

reporters after Wednesday’s meeting.
Those three had pushed to revisit
the possibility of expansion to only
eight teams, though the obstacles
to getting agreement on eight were
plentiful.
Since then, the road to expansion
has become bumpy.

resurgence last week, predicting when
he’ll make big plays will be hard for
fantasy managers. This week, his team
likely won’t attempt as many passes
against the lowly Jaguars.
Boom - Alexander Mattison, RB,
MIN at DET
Despite conflicting reports that Vikings primary running back Dalvin
Cook is only playing week-to-week
after suffering an injury last Sunday.
Most signs point to Cook missing multiple weeks, meaning that Mattison
will step into the leading role. Every
time Mattison’s name has been called,
he’s delivered: in Week 5 he recorded
171 total yards and in Week 7 he recorded 153 total yards and a touchdown.
In both games Cook was out with an
injury, and in both games Mattison
finished with at least 32 touches. When
he’s given such a workload, Mattison
has flourished, and he’ll have the opportunity to be an elite fantasy option
for the running back position when

Minnesota Vikings’ running back
Alexander Mattinson waves to
fans in the crowd. Mattinson continues to play well this season,
with his next game against the
Lions this Sunday
PHOTO BY AP

his team faces the Lions and their bottom-five run defense this Sunday. It
was the Lions who allowed Mattison’s
sparkling Week 5 stats, and it’s an easy
bet that he will be able to match that
output again.
Bust - Saquon Barkley, RB, NYG
at MIA
I really feel bad for Saquon Barkley,
who was an elite fantasy option just
a couple of seasons ago, but has been
plagued with the injury-bug for what
seems like forever. There was hope
that Barkley could find a resurgence
this season, but evidently he missed
four straight contests from Weeks 6-9
and he hasn’t recorded a touchdown in
two whole months. If he’s on your roster, you likely drafted him in either the

first or second round this season and
don’t have a better option to replace
him, but I beg you to do your best to
find someone with more upside in
Week 13 when the Giants face the Dolphins. The Giants offense is already
a mess, firing their offensive coordinator two weeks ago and constantly
facing injury, but it doesn’t bode well
that Miami boasts the league’s fifth
best defense against fantasy running
backs this year.

“I wish we had finished in September,” said Bowlsby, who was also
a member of the expansion subcommittee with Sankey, Thompson and
Notre Dame AD Jack Swarbrick.
At the last meeting in November,
the possibility was raised of tweaking the 12-team proposal to ensure

Power Five conference champions
have automatic qualification, while
only the top-ranked champion from
the other five conferences would be
guaranteed a spot.
That was met with strong opposition from American Athletic Conference Commissioner Mike Aresco.
Hancock tried to place a deadline on the process in early October,
saying consensus from the commissioners needed to come in the next
three or four months.
“We were directed to develop a
format and if possible, implement
early,” Sankey said. “So is it still possible to implement early? I think so.”
The presidential oversight committee must approve whatever proposal the management committee
lands on. The university presidents
and chancellors usually attend the
CFP meeting around the championship game, which is set for Jan. 10 in
Indianapolis.
If the commissioners can’t agree on
a new model soon, Hancock has said
the CFP would continue as is with
four teams through the end of the
current 12-year television rights deal
that expires after the 2025 season.
And now?
“I wouldn’t say there’s any hard
deadline at this point,” Bowlsby
said.
“This was a hard day, and I think
all of us are tired and we came
away from it with the feeling that
we made enough progress to keep
moving forward and that the expansion of the playoff, we’re very
near consensus that we believe it
ought to get larger,” Bowlsby said.
“And there are details to work out.”

Teams spend $1B on
day MLB, union likely
head to lockout

Boom - Kyle Pitts, TE, ATL vs.
TB
Pitts, for all the talent that he has,
hasn’t done much to solidify himself
as an elite tight end in fantasy. Sure,
he’s recorded a few noticeable outputs
this season, but he always seems to
follow up his great games with putrid
ones. Oddly enough, it also seems that
Atlanta doesn’t want the ball in Pitts’
hands, as evident by his lack of routes
run in recent weeks compared to earlier this season. Nonetheless, he is my
pick to boom at the tight end position
this week because his Atlanta Falcons host the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
and the ball could be in the air early
and often as the Falcons try to chase
points. Pitts’ play has been fairly inconsistent this season, but he’s due
for a solid performance. Let’s hope
that Atlanta’s broken offense does the
right thing and gets the ball to their
young playmaker.
Bust - T.J. Hockenson, TE, DET
vs. MIN
Hockenson has proven himself to
be a reliable fantasy option at an otherwise weak position, opening the
season on fire with touchdowns in
each of his team’s first two games. You
wouldn’t believe it, but Hockenson’s
Thanksgiving touchdown against
the Chicago Bears was his first score
since Week 2, but he is still the third
overall tight end in terms of PPR fantasy points scored. However, with
D’Andre Swift seemingly on the verge
of missing time due to an injury sustained against Chicago, Hockenson
will become the primary playmaker
on the Lions’ weak offense. His Week
13 opponent, the Minnesota Vikings,
already boast the third best defense
against tight ends in terms of fantasy
points allowed this season. The possibility that Hockenson will see added
coverage as Detroit’s only real threat
significantly lowers his ceiling and
makes him a strong candidate to bust
this week.

Seattle Mariners gather as the MLB logo is shown during a review
of an attempted catch by right fielder Mitch Haniger of a ball hit by
Tampa Bay Rays’ Ji-Man Choi that was originally called an out during
the ninth inning of a baseball game Friday, June 18, 2021, in Seattle.
The call was overturned. PHOTO BY TED S. WARREN/AP

NEW YORK (AP) — Before
getting locked out, players loaded up Wednesday as big league
teams unlocked their coffers
for an unprecedented spending
spree.
Major league teams committed to over $1 billion in salaries
in one day for the first time
Wednesday, hours before the
league was expected to lock out
the players following the 11:59
p.m. expiration of the collective
bargaining agreement.
Six nine-figure contracts were
handed out, including two by
the Texas Rangers — shortstop
Corey Seager got $325 million
over 10 years and infielder Marcus Semien will make $175 million over seven years.
The Detroit Tigers got infielder Javier Báez for a $140 million,
six-year deal, ace Max Scherzer
was assured $130 million over
three years from the New York
Mets, and right-hander Kevin
Gausman landed with the Toronto Blue Jays for $110 million
over five years. Twins center
fielder Byron Buxton also finalized a $100 million, seven-year
contract to remain with Minnesota.
“This is actually kind of fun,”
Scherzer said. “I’m a fan of the
game, and to watch everybody
sign right now, to actually see
teams competing in this kind of

timely fashion, it’s been refreshing because we’ve seen freezes for
the past several offseasons.”
The 18 deals and counting announced Wednesday totaled
$1,158,250,000, part of roughly $2
billion in new contracts handed
out since the end of the World Series ahead of the CBA expiration.
“This year was a situation
where we received some calls early and had some interest in what
we were asking for,” said Semien,
a free agent for the second
straight year. “It became easier to
narrow a decision down. What it
came down to was an opportunity to build something.”
The union and league are likely headed for a protracted labor
dispute after the average major
league salary fell on opening day
in 2021 for the fourth consecutive
season.
Players and teams alike may
have feared the chaos of a limited
free-agency window in the spring
if the lockout goes that long. That
spurred agents, general managers and owners to act before rosters froze.
“It was 50-50,” Báez said. “We
didn’t know what was going to
happen when the deadline comes.
I was just making sure I wanted
to be with one of the best teams.”
Teams likely won’t be able to
communicate with their players
during the shutdown.
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Photo of the Day | Let’s go huskies!

The men’s basketball team defeats the University of Maryland Eastern Shore Hawks 72-63 at the XL Center on Tuesday night. The Huskies will battle Grambling State at Gampel Pavilion this Saturday coming in with a 7-1 record. PHOTO BY JULIE SPILLANE, GRAB PHOTOGRAPHER/THE DAILY CAMPUS

Roundtable— Which pre-CBA MLB signing
was the best?
What a start to the off-season for Major League Baseball. Due to the looming expiration of the collective bargaining agreement between the team owners and the players, the uncertainty
of what is to come has led to many quick extensions and free agency signings from teams across the league. This is a big shift from past years, when many free agents waited past the Winter
Meetings to get deals done. The MLB “hot stove” has seemingly never been hotter, with big names like Max Scherzer, Javier Baez and Marcus Semien inking massive deals, and Rays standout
Wander Franco extending his Rays career for another 11 years. But, which of these deals were the best, in terms of value for both the players and the teams? Our writers have their takes:

Max Scherzer, Mets, $130 Robbie Ray, Seattle Mariners, $115 million, five years
by Cole Stefan
million, three years
STAFF WRITER
cole.stefan@uconn.edu

by Stratton Stave
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
stratton.stave@uconn.edu

Talk about one of the deadliest 1-2
punches in sports. In NBC Sports’
preseason pitcher rankings, the
now Mets pitcher Scherzer slotted
in at fifth, while longtime ace deGrom was picked first. Being able
to create this combination will
be historic if both are able to stay
healthy. Although Noah Syndergaard is gone, the other rotational

pieces including Carlos Carrasco and Taijuan Walker make the
Mets starters as good as any other in the majors. My lone concern
with Scherzer for the Mets is his
age. He is currently 37 and will be
40 by the time his contract ends.
The deal is short enough that age
hopefully won’t be too much of
a factor, but it will certainly be
something to monitor. Regardless
of age though, Scherzer is too good
of a pitcher to pass up and will be a
killer in his return to the AL East.

Seattle hasn’t had a reigning
Cy Young winner on their team
since a certain Felix Hernandez
was dominating the league. Ray
beat Gerrit Cole in several pitch-

ing categories last season and will
look to show he is the real deal as
he plays for his third team in three
seasons. With this pickup, Ray
is going to be the ace in a rotation
that will also feature the talents of
Logan Gilbert and Marco Gonzales,
among others. It’s not as dominant
as some other big three rotations in

the league, but it still is a solid unit
of arms for a team that almost made
the playoffs last year. If someone
like Justus Sheffield can become
the starter he was poised to be, then
Seattle, who made an absolute steal
to get him, has the pitching pieces
in place to make the postseason for
the first time in 21 years.

Wander Franco, Tampa Bay Rays, $182 million, 11 years

Former Los Angeles Dodgers starting pitcher Max Scherzer walks off
the field after being relieved in the fifth inning in Game 2 of baseball’s
National League Championship Series against the Atlanta Braves Sunday, Oct. 17, 2021, in Atlanta. PHOTO BY BRYNN ANDERSON/AP

Marcus Semien, Texas Rangers,
$175 million, seven years
by Evan Rodriguez

STAFF WRITER
evan.2.rodriguez@uconn.edu

I absolutely love this deal for Texas. Without the signing of Corey Seager, it definitely wouldn’t be as great
in my eyes, but with Seager completing an impressive infield duo, this is a
great move for Texas. For $25 million
per year, it’s a solid deal for Semien
and the Rangers. The power hitter
was fourth in the MLB in home runs
in 2021 and I expect him to bring that
huge power to Texas. Semien also

had over 100 RBI’s in Toronto and
was top 10 in hits across the entire
MLB. While Globe Life Field is less
hitter friendly compared to Rogers
Centre, Semien will hit the cover
off the ball regardless of the stadium he plays in. When you have the
opportunity to grab a hitter of his
caliber, you have to take that and
that’s exactly what the Rangers did.
If Texas can look to pick up some
more quality pieces to surround
Semien, this team will be dangerous and Semien will play a big part
in their performance.

Tampa Bay Rays’ Wander Franco celebrates after scoring on a single by Yandy Diaz the first inning of
Game 1 of the American League Division Series against the Boston Red Sox, on Oct. 7, 2021, in St. Petersburg, Florida. PHOTO BY CHRIS O’MEARA/AP

by Taylor Coonan
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
taylor.coonan@uconn.edu

The Rays won’t be “wander”ing
from greatness by extending Wander Franco’s contract. It is a slight
surprise considering the shortstop
was only pulled up to the majors
this year, but the time and money within this contract proves the
talent he showcased this season is
worth holding onto. He set or exceeded base running records, first

reaching base for 26 consecutive
games and being the first player
under 21 to do so since the 1960s.
Then, Franco reached a 43-game
on-base streak to match Frank Robinson. This all came after his initial
debut, where he scored a three-run
homer, which set him up to finish
the season with a .288 AVG, following a collection of massive hits and
almost 40 RBIs. I still think that
Franco should’ve been the American League Rookie of the Year,
but third is still something to hang

your glove on. Franco’s only getting
started, and to go down in history
as the youngest player to sign a contract over $100 million is huge for
the Rays, who notably don’t spend a
ton of money but still stack a ton of
talent on their roster. This deal was
big for both Franco and the Rays
as an organization, and I’m sure it
will pay off for the Rays, hopefully
winning them a championship in
the next few years considering how
close they’ve come in recent seasons.
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The Coleumn: The MLB hot stove is on fire
by Cole Stefan

STAFF WRITER
cole.stefan@uconn.edu

Winter is upon us as the previous
CBA deal expired yesterday and a new
CBA has yet to be agreed on. In a rush
to be on a team before the lockout, free
agents frantically discussed new contracts and other franchise faces politely asked for extensions. While we wait
for a new deal, here are some of the big
moves that were made during part one
of the offseason.
The New York Mets – Steve Cohen took it personally
In the span of a week, the Mets went
from being a sleeping giant to a hellbent juggernaut. Noah Syndergaard
leaving Queens had no reaction from
sire Cohen, but when Steven Matz
signed with the Cardinals over a reunion with the Mets, Cohen woke up
and chose violence.
Almost overnight, Cohen boosted
the hitting core by signing Starling
Marte, Mark Canha and Eduardo
Escobar. However, those deals were
nothing compared to the acquisition
of Max Scherzer, who signed a whopping three-year, $130 million deal to
form a tandem with Jacob deGrom.
With an improved roster and even
stronger rotation, there’s almost no
way the Mets don’t at least make the
postseason. Let’s wait until September
to see how that plays out.
The Toronto Blue Jays – Woe
Canada
Signing Kevin Gausman was a big
move to help upgrade the rotation,
but I have one question. How do you
let both AL Cy Young Winner Robbie Ray and AL MVP Finalist Marcus Semien sign elsewhere? There
may be a level of extending Vladimir
Guerrero Jr. at some point but having
both Semien and Ray would have immensely increased a team’s chances
of returning to the playoffs. Instead,
we will watch a rotation of Gausman,
Jose Berrios and Alek Manoah while
Vladdy, Bo Bichette and Cavan Biggio
dominate on offense.
The Texas Rangers – Partners
winning in the offseason
That said about Semien, he signed
an impressive seven-year, $175 million
deal to be one of the cornerstones in

ing needs by signing Noah Syndergaard for one year and a reasonable
price of $21 million. If someone like
Reid Detmers or Patrick Sandoval
becomes a legitimate starting arm,
this could be a very good rotation
come the start of the season. Add
a guy like Michael Lorenzen to the
bullpen while bringing back Raisel
Iglesias, and the Angels went from
bottom-tier to upper-middle of the
pack in terms of their entire pitching
staff. The competition in the AL West
is going to be incredibly fierce next
season.

the Rangers’ infield. With his
acquisition, there is a possibility he could go to shortstop, but
he was having such a dominant
season at second base that the
Rangers added a shortstop bat
as well.
That’s right; they acquired
Corey Seager in free agency for
10 years and $275 million. In
the blink of an eye, the Rangers
went from being a bad team to
having one of the best and most
powerful infields in the game.
Jon Gray helps the rotation a
little bit, but one more piece
should set the Rangers up with
high expectations for the next
few seasons.

Detroit Tigers – They’re back,
baby

Wander Franco – on base
It’s cool to see a Rookie of the
Year Finalist who has yet to play
a full season getting a big extension of 10+ years while breaking
the franchise’s contract record.
Eleven years, $182 million; are
we sure this isn’t Fernando Tatis
Jr. in disguise?
Byron Buxton – enough
said
Buxton finally showed his potential at the major league level
last season despite being put on
the IL twice. The Twins capped
off their surprisingly bad season
by extending Buxton for seven
more years at $100 million. That
is a steal of a deal, and if he plays
up to it, this will be one of the
better contracts in the Twins’
illustrious history.
Los Angeles Angels – Reinforcements for Mike Trout
and Shohei Ohtani (that’s a
good thing)
Ohtani cannot do it all by
himself despite winning the AL
MVP award for his amazing
ability to both pitch and hit. On
offense, that comes in the form
of Tyler Wade and Andrew
Velazquez, who provide more
depth to the infield and outfield
than they already have. A healthy
Trout and Anthony Rendon is going
to do wonders to the rest of the offense.
The Halos responded to their pitch-

Los Angeles Angels’ player Mike Trout smiles at fans in the stadium.
Trout’s strong offense will help the Angels in the upcoming season. PHOTO BY BUSINESS INSIDER

This is a whole Coleumn by itself,
but the Detroit Tigers are officially
back. Let’s just focus on their major
pickups this offseason.
First up was getting Tucker Barnhart in a trade with the Cincinnati
Reds. Having Barnhart was a nice
upgrade for a backstop position that
already features Eric Haase, but the
Tigers kept going. They upgraded
their pitching more than their farm
system did and signed Eduardo Rodriguez for five years and $77 million.
One of the things that the Tigers were
lacking last year was a legitimate No.
2 arm behind Matthew Boyd; with
Rodriguez, they have one of the best
1-2 punches in the game. This rotation
is already nice with Casey Mize, Tarik Skubal and Matt Manning, giving
Detroit a very solid pitching staff for
the future.
Finally, there was Javier Baez, who
instantly improves the talent in the
infield. Baez will likely play shortstop
while Jonathan Schoop handles second base duties, giving the Tigers two
versatile bats that can flash the leather with ease. People were once saying that the biggest need was having
Miguel Cabrera’s contract expire, but
with these new pieces in place, the Tigers are back on track to succeed.
There were a lot of great deals that
occurred prior to the lockout, and
free agency should be like this every
single year. For now, certain baseball
teams get to enjoy their early Christmas presents while the fanbase gets
coal in their stocking due to a chemical mixture of ownership and the Players Association. The only thing on my
baseball wishlist right now is a season
in 2022.

Stratton’s College Football ATS Picks
by Stratton Stave
CAMPUS CORRESPONDENT
stratton.stave@uconn.edu

Friends, we have arrived at the
end of the road. After two really poor weeks, I find myself four
games below .500 going into our
last set of matchups for this year.
In order to get above the .500
mark, I’ll need to go undefeated this time around. Last week,
I massively misread the Oregon-Utah game that saw the Utes
cover the spread by a massive 26
points. The only game I got right
was the Virginia-Pitt game, where
the Cavaliers covered, but did not
win. It has been a fun ride this
season and stay tuned for my CBB
picks starting soon!
Stratton’s
Record:
23-27
(.460); 1-4 last week
No. 10 Oregon vs No. 17 Utah
(-3.0) (Friday at 8 p.m. on ABC):
Let’s start this off with a rematch from my worst game last
week. As the old saying goes, “fool
me once, shame on you, fool me
twice, shame on me.” With that
in mind, I will not be fooled twice
by Oregon. With two losses, the
Ducks have very little to play for,
as compared to their lofty College
Football Playoff expectations that
they came into the season with.
Although they have projected No.
1 pick Kayvon Thibodeaux on defense, I’m just not convinced the
team will have the heart to play
this one all out. Utah sweeping the
series with the help of RB Tavion
Thomas seems like a much surer
bet.
The pick: Utah

No. 9 Baylor vs No. 5 Oklahoma State (-5.5) (Saturday at noon
on ABC):
Plain and simple, Oklahoma
State has just been good this year.
At the wide receiver position, Tay
Martin has just been phenomenal
for the Cowboys, with 854 receiving yards and seven touchdown
catches. The Cowboys already
beat the Bears in a tight matchup that saw running back Jaylen
Warren score twice on the ground.
In this contest, all that Baylor is
playing for is to ruin Oklahoma
State’s playoff chances, while the
Cowboys are hoping for a potential playoff berth. The difference
in motivation will be the driving
force behind an Oklahoma State
victory and, if the cards fall right,
will lead them into the CFP.

The pick: Georgia
No. 21 Houston at No. 4 Cincinnati(-10.5) (Saturday at 4 p.m.
on ABC):
I got the chance to see Houston in person last week playing
against UConn, and, needless
to say, I was not impressed. The
Cougars made a series of silly
errors against the downtrodden
Huskies in a game where Houston
should have had full control the
entire time. Although they still
won, it wasn’t as pretty as it could
have been. Cincinnati on the other

hand will be playing for a chance
to get to the playoffs for the first
time ever. The motivation will
be there and they should be able
to secure a slot if they are able to
effectively stomp on the Cougars
behind the leadership of star QB
Desmond Ridder.
The pick: Cincinnati
No. 2 Michigan (-10.5) at No.
13 Iowa (Saturday at 8 p.m. on
FOX)
After last week’s statement win
against rival Ohio State, we can

say that Michigan is the real deal
with full confidence. After losing
to Michigan State, the Wolverines have picked up four straight
wins and are poised for a playoff
run behind RB Hassan Haskins’
brilliance. For Iowa, this will be
their first game against a ranked
team in seven weeks. They lost
the first two of those games but
have won the last four. Michigan
should pose too much of a problem for the Hawkeyes, which is
why they’ll win by more than two
scores with the incentive of a playoff berth with a win.
The pick: Michigan

The pick: Oklahoma State
No. 1 Georgia (-6.5) vs No. 3
Alabama (Saturday at 4 p.m. on
CBS):
Finding a team capable of challenging Georgia this year has been
tough. The Bulldogs are far and
away the best team in the country, beating every team they’ve
played by more than 20 except
Clemson, against whom they won
by just seven. Alabama, on the
other hand, has struggled to pick
up victories against middling SEC
competition such as Texas A&M,
Arkansas and Auburn. As good
as Bryce Young is when things are
clicking, I’m concerned about his
inability to turn it on sometimes,
namely for the vast majority of
last week’s struggle against Auburn. Give me Georgia by at least
two scores.

Iowa head coach Kirk Ferentz speaks to reporters during a press conference ahead of the NCAA College
Football Big Ten Championship against Michigan, Tuesday, Nov. 30, 2021. PHOTO BY JOSEPH CRESS/AP
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Ashton’s Column: Is
this already Natus
Vincere’s Era?
Over the weekend, Natus
Vincere won the BLAST Premier
Fall Final. Just weeks after their
first major win in the organization’s history, NaVi is continuing
what has been a historic level of
performance.
Being a good team is not new
to NaVi, an organization which
has been a perennial top team
for years, especially with S1mple, who is at this point effectively inarguably the best player in
the world, on the roster. S1mple
has 18 MVPs according to HLTV,
including at the most recent major, and he’s been rated first or
second in the world by HLTV
since 2018. He has just one fewer MVPs than Device, who many
would argue had a better team
for a good chunk of his career,
and has tied his record for most
MVPs in one year, a record S1mple still has time to break.
As NaVi’s winning ways continue, comparisons are inevitably made to the other organizations that have had prolonged
periods of success. Astralis, as
always, is the most common
comparison; at their height Astralis was exceptional. From
April 2018 to May 2019 they were
the No. 1 team in the world, a status they’ve returned to multiple
times since. Their roster during
that time won three majors and
a pile of IEM, ESL and BLAST
events.
Astralis is also one of only
two other teams who have won
an IEM Grand Slam, an award
which requires a team to win a
certain amount of events out of
a set schedule, though the format did change after Team Liquid was the second team to win
it. But, Liquid, while they were
also very good during that time,
never had the kind of era that
Astralis enjoyed.
This NaVi era on the other hand, could be comparable.
That’s the question, after all, for
every good team in the world
and for every sport ever played.
Where is that line for when it
goes from a good team to a great
one, from a streak to an era? How
many trophies, how many titles,
how much money does a team
have to win before people consider if they’ve reached that height?
I believe CS:GO is in NaVi’s
era. Just this year they’ve won
six events, not including group
stages or RMR events. Since the
addition of B1t and the removal of Flamie from their roster in

April, he’s become a top player
who has a 1.14 average in the last
six months. That’s barely below
Electronic, who has a 1.17 and has
been a top six player for the last
three years.
B1t has put on a show that few
rookies have managed, and he’s
still never lost a LAN. In the major final, his first major ever, he
went positive. So did Electronic, who hasn’t reached S1mple’s
heights but who has definitely
also been one of the best players
in the world. Combine that with
B1t, who has averaged over a 1.05
rating. Though he hasn’t been
amazing, he’s been enough; Navi
does not need another superstar
to win.
And then there’s Boombl4, the
team’s In-Game Leader. IGLs
historically are lower in terms of
frags than the rest of their team
because their focus and specialization is meant to be on calling
plays and reading their opponents, but Boombl4 still has a .96
rating over the last six months.
S1mple, with a 1.35 in the last
six months, doesn’t need a further introduction. The best player in the world finally has the
best team, a team who looks like
they could keep doing this for
months and months. If that happens, if they keep going, this will
be one of the greatest dynasties in
CS:GO history.
But, if this NaVi team were to
fall apart tomorrow and never
win another championship, what
would that legacy be? They haven’t existed at this level in this
form nearly long enough to challenge the mantle of greatest dynasty, a mantle I’m not sure Astralis even wrestled from teams
like Ninjas in Pajamas and Fnatic.
I believe that if this team were
to never win another event, or to
even lose for a period and then
rebound, that this was still reasonably considered an era. Their
performance this year hasn’t
been perfect, but neither was
Astralis.’ For much of this year,
I think NaVi has been the best
team in the world.
For the part that mattered the
most, the LANs and the majors
that finally come after 18 months
of online competition due to
COVID-19, simply has undeniably been the best. They are the
first team to win a major without
dropping a map with a 20-round
win streak on Nuke, until Vitality took it last week and the number one HLTV ranking since
July. This NaVi team likely will
do more but I don’t believe they
have to. This is NaVi’s era.

NaVi was rated the No. 1 team in the world for an entire year in April, 2018. The team won the BLAST Premier
Fall Final last weekend. PHOTO BY CSBETS.ORG
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